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【Abstract】
This paper explores mapping between the
Chinese Thesaurus and Library of Congress
Subject Headings according to the Simple
Knowledge Organization System (SKOS).
Implementation methods based on the
descriptors and the semantic relations of

vocabulary terms are discussed. Mapping
rules are summarized to provide a good
reference for mapping between the two thesauri.
Although there are some differences between
the two thesauri that lead to low efficiency,
mapping the two thesauri is helpful for
interoperability and cross-language retrieval.
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(W3C) has been developing standards for the Semantic

【摘要】

Web, which includes ontologies vocabularies (Halpin,

本文探討基於簡易知識組織系統的《漢語主
題辭典》與《國會圖書館主題標目》之間的映
射。以敘詞及敘詞語義關係為基準，探討具體
實現映射的方法，並總結映射規則，主旨在於
提供二者之間的映射參考。儘管兩個辭典之間
的差異性會導致映射的效率較低，但這兩個辭
典的映射將有助於互通性及跨語言檢索。

http://www.w3.org/

standards/semanticweb/ontology/.

The presence of traditional thesauri provides a starting
point for the ontology of the semantic network; if we
do not use the achievements of the existing thesauri, the
development of the Semantic Web will be slow.
Machine-readable encoding of thesauri promotes the
use of thesauri in the practice of semantic retrieval and

Introduction

ontology construction. Thesauri can be converted to

The World Wide Web is designed for human-to
-human communication. Many users are dissatisfied
with the results for requests because of the low precision
of keyword search engines. To help the user locate
information more accurately, Tim Berners-Lee first
described the Semantic Web in 2000. In his vision,
automated agents and software would use available
machine-readable data to improve searching the contents
of the Web online.

2001). W3C standards for ontologies are available at:

Implementing the Semantic Web

requires adding descriptive data, which describes the
structure of knowledge in information resources. This

RDF/OWL in different ways. For example, one method
of conversion might use a thesaurus meta-model that
represent terms as instances of a class Term, while a
second method would convert them into literals contained
in a property term. However, this can introduce structural
differences between the conversions of two thesauri that
have the same semantics. Such conversions may also
lead to poor interoperability and sharing between thesauri
vocabularies (van Assem, Malaise, Miles, Schreiber,
2006). So it is imperative to use a common framework
for the RDF/OWL representation of thesauri.

will allow machines to effectively process the data based

The W3C development of the Simple Knowledge

on the semantic data that describe it. One Semantic

Organization System (SKOS) provides a common data

Web technology is the Resource Description Framework

model for expressing concept schemes in RDF and OWL;

(RDF), which uses Web identifiers (Uniform Resource

it allows knowledge organization systems, such as thesauri,

Identifiers, or URIs) to describe resources in terms of

classification schemes, subject heading systems, and

simple properties and property values. RDF is an Extensible

taxonomies, to exchange between computer applications

Markup Language (XML)-based standard for describing

and publish in a machine-readable format on the Web

Web resources; it adds some metadata in the form of

(Miles & Bechhofer, 2009). Different thesauri can be

human-readable tags that describe data. In addition,

exchanged and mapped to concepts in other schemes.

Web Ontology Language (OWL) is built on top of RDF

SKOS vocabulary consists of three parts: SKOS Core,

and provides a common way to process information

SKOS Mapping, and SKOS Extensions. SKOS Mapping

content on the Web.

is used to support the mapping links between the thesauri

For over a century, thesauri have been used as resources
for subject analysis. Within the context of the Semantic
Web, existing work on thesauri permits the delivery of
established vocabularies to the wider community and
the development of richer ontological structures (Mathews,
Miles, & Wilson, 2003). The World Wide Web Consortium
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under the RDF framework. The SKOS mapping
properties include skos:closeMatch, skos:exactMatch,
skos:broadMatch, skos:narrowMatch, skos:related Match,
all of which are used to state the same, associate, and
hierarchical mapping links between two concepts in
different schemes.
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Mapping from different thesauri in specific domains

two thesauri is illustrated; in Section 6 experimental

of interest can therefore greatly enhance access to

results and issues that we encountered are discussed; and

information and facilitate information retrieval across

in Section 7 we summarize and consider future work.

the diverse areas of knowledge. We will elaborate on
mappings between the Library of Congress Subject
Headings (LCSH) and the Chinese Thesaurus (CT) in
the law domain. The objective of the paper is to study
linking two thesaurus resources by mapping corresponding
relations from one terminology to the other, thereby
providing new access points for users from LCSH and
CT. Chinese law and American law are different legal
systems. The Chinese legal system is based on civil
law, whereas the American legal system is based on
common law. Civil law systems rely less upon court
decisions and more upon scholarly literature, whereas
common law systems rely upon court decisions as
precedents in making legal decisions. Finding absolutely
equivalent concepts and categories in the two different
legal systems is difficult. However, every term represents
a special concept in the legal domain. Most of the important
words in Chinese law will correspond to words in American
law because of the unique meaning of words in the
legal field. Although the two controlled vocabularies
have many differences, such as the scope, content, and
organizational structure, we propose a methodological
framework for semantic mapping between the Library
of Congress Subject Headings and the Chinese Thesaurus
using SKOS. Mapping between the thesauri expands
the vocabulary coverage of thesauri, and uses related
words of another thesaurus as an index entry to help
users obtain satisfactory retrieval results from all the
related documents.

Related Work
The discussion of issues related to the mapping of
thesauri, classification schemes and other types of
controlled vocabularies has a long history, such as the
mapping between MeSH and the Computing Reviews
Classification Scheme (CRCS), LCSH and AAT, NASA
thesaurus and the Defense Technical Information
Center (DTIC) (Mili & Rada 1988; Peterson & Molholt
1990; Silvester & Klingbie 1993). Hafedh and Roy
presented merging two thesauri (MeSH and CRCS)
and showed an improvement of performance of the
new thesaurus on both document indexing and retrieval.
But earlier studies placed more emphasis on how to
construct corresponding terms and less on representation
of thesauri. Some research presented methods of mapping
thesauri to SKOS. Van Assem et al. analyzed data items
in the thesauri which correspond to SKOS features and
created a SWI-Prolog program that parses the XML file
and converts it to SKOS (Summers, Isaac, Redding, &
Krech, 2008). Van Assem, Malaise, Miles, Schreiber
(2006) described the conversion and delivery of Library
of Congress Subject Headings as SKOS. The mapping
was carried out by using the SKOS Mapping
Vocabulary. For example, mapping the Food and
Agricultural Organization (FAO) multilingual agricultural
thesaurus (AGROVOC) to the Chinese Agricultural
Thesaurus (CAT) involves linking two multilingual
sources and establishes links between different world

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as

views. AGROVOC has been translated from English to

follows: In Section 2 related works are discussed; in

Chinese, whereas CAT has been translated from Chinese

Section 3 the characteristics of LCSH and the CT are

to English (Liang & Sini, 2006). How to realize mapping

analyzed; in Section 4 the steps for mapping are proposed;

between cross-language thesauri based on SKOS is

in Section 5 the implementation of mapping between

becoming an important issue.
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The Characteristics
of the Library of Congress
Subject Headings (LCSH)
and the Chinese Thesaurus (CT)

LCSH, and effectively achieving cross-language retrieval.
Therefore, the available advantages of the LCSH will
make up for the limitations of the CT, such as small-scale
scope, poorly balanced vocabulary of different specialties,
relatively simple relationships, and slow updating.

The Chinese Thesaurus was published in 1980
(Scientific and Technical Information Institute of
China, National Library of China, 1980). As the first
comprehensive thesaurus in China, the CT was originally
designed as a controlled vocabulary for assigning subjects
to the books and serials in the Library. The CT served
as a tool for providing subject access points to the
bibliographic records. The scope of the vocabulary
covers the social sciences, science and technology, and
humanities fields.
LCSH is by far the most widely used subject-indexing
language in the world (Anderson & Hofmann, 2006).
Since 1898 LCSH has provided a set of terms for a
comprehensive, broad range of topics; has been translated
into many languages; and is used around the world by

The Steps of Mapping
In order to achieve an effective semantic match among
thesauri and distinguish verb polysemy, we should take
the terms’ categoric and hyponymic relationship fully
into account so as to establish one-to-one, one-to-many,
and many-to-many correspondences between the source
vocabulary and the target. The mapping process will be
performed according to the following sequence:
(1) Focus on the terms. We define the semantic
implication of the terms based on their context to
judge the mapping type of the terms, such as exact
match, broad/narrow match, and relative match,
between the two thesauri;

libraries large and small (The Library of Congress, 2001).

(2) Find the exact match. If there is no exact match,

The Library of Congress makes the Library of Congress

then find the broad/narrow match and related

Subject Headings (LCSH) available online freely

match;

(http://id.loc.gov/authorities/about.html#lcsh).

(3) Take the semantic relations of the terms into account;

LCSH has more than twice as many terms as the CT.

establish the semantic mapping relations among

The CT contains 91,158 formal terms and 17,410 informal

terms that have semantic relations. Consider the

terms, while the LCSH currently contains over 220,000

order of mapping as exact match first, broad/narrow

terms. The Subject Cataloging Division of LCSH adds

match second, and related match third. Usually,

or updates thousands each month to reflect the changes

if term A exactly matches term B, the descendents

in the meaning of phrases over time. The LCSH offers

of A are implicitly mapped by inheritance. If A

rich semantic relations between terms. Almost all the

broadly matches B--that is to say A is contained

terms have certain semantic relations. The deepest

by B--then A’s children are surely B’s, and B’s

relationship in the LCSH has up to eleven levels of

parent terms are surely A’s. This reasoning applies

narrower terms in special domains, whereas the levels

to narrow-match as well. If A has a related match

in the CT have only up to three or four.

with B, the related terms of A are surely B’s just

The purpose of mapping between LCSH and the CT is

as B’s related terms are also A’s.

to enrich the CT by fully utilizing the advantages of the
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The Implementation
of Mapping Between Two Thesauri
The Mapping of Exact Match among
Terms
(1) The mapping between terms that are the same
morphology and same semantic implication
We consider the terms, which have the same morphology
and semantic implication, appearing in the different

they express the same semantic sense. For example, the
two terms - LCSH ‘Treason’ and CT ‘國事罪’ / ‘Crimes
against the state’ - have different forms, but they both
express the sense of endangering the security of the state.
So we can establish an exact match between the two as
the follows:
<LCSH:Treason> skos:exactMatch <CT: 國 事 罪 /
Crimes against the state >
(3) The mapping among multi-terms based on the
set operators of the SKOS mapping

thesauri, to be the same. For example, LCSH ‘Robbery’
and CT ‘搶劫’ / ‘Robbery’ are the same morphology.

Through the use of the set operators of the SKOS mapping

The two terms also have the same semantic sense, which

(AND, OR, NOT) and the term mapping operation of

are both related to crime in the legal field. So we can

the two thesauri, we can establish the one-to-many and

establish an exact match between them. Also, LCSH

many-to-one matches among the terms. For example, LCSH

‘Punishment’ and CT ‘刑種’ / ‘Kinds of punishment’ both

‘Juvenile delinquency-Prevention’, corresponds to the

express the same type of the criminal offense, so they

intersection of CT ‘青少年犯罪’ / ‘Juvenile delinquency’

are considered identical. Exact-matches are as the follows:

and CT ‘預防犯罪’ / ‘Crime prevention’. We can use

<LCSH:Robbery> skos:exactMatch <CT: 搶 劫 /

the operator ‘AND’ to establish exact match among the
three terms. In addition, LCSH ‘Prosecution’ corresponds

Robbery >
<LCSH:Punishment> skos:exactMatch <CT:刑種/
Kinds of punishment >

to the combined set of CT ‘自訴’ / ’Private prosecution’
and CT ‘公訴’ / ‘Public prosecution’. Operator ‘OR’
can be used to establish an exact match among them. Also,

(2) The mapping between terms that are the different

CT‘有期徒刑’ / ‘ Set term of imprisonment’ corresponds

morphology but the same semantic implication

to LCSH ‘Imprisonment’ but does not include the sense

Because of cultural differences and other causes, some
terms appear in different forms in the two thesauri, but

of LCSH ’Life imprisonment’. We can use operator
‘NOT’ to establish an exact match between the three.
Specifics of the matches are shown in Figure 1:

AND
LCSH: Juvenile delinquency

skos:exactMatch

-Prevention

CT:Juvenile delinquency

CT:Crime
OR

LCSH: Prosecution

skos:exactMatch

CT: Public Prosecution

CT:Private
NOT

skos:exactMatch
CT:Set term of imprisonment

LCSH:

LCSH:Life
Imprisonment

Figure 1 Mapping among multi-terms based on the set operators of SKOS mapping
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The Mapping of Broad/Narrow
Match among Terms

(broader terms), C (associative, i.e., related, relationships)
in the CT. To improve the mapping efficiency, we also

If the match is not exact among terms in the two thesauri,
and the semantic implication of the target term is larger
or smaller than the source term, we will ascertain the
type of match by virtue of the hierarchical relationship.
In other words, the target term is taken as the source
term’s superclass or subclass. For example, in the Chinese
Thesaurus we cannot find the term corresponding to
LCSH ‘Family violence’ and the sense of CT ‘暴力’

consider the many semantic relationships in the
thesaurus that are useful in determining the mapping
rules for terms.

The Mapping Rules for Hierarchical
Relationships
(1) The mapping rules of terms that have hierarchical
relationships under the exact match

/’Violence’ is broader than LCSH ‘Family violence’.

The terms that have an exact match can be replaced

So we can establish hierarchical match between the

by each other. As discussed above, in the CT, the symbol

two terms. In other words, we see LCSH ‘Family

of ‘F’ means the narrower term, and ‘S’ indicates a

violence’ as the subclass of CT ‘暴力’ / ’Violence’.

broader term. By analyzing the hierarchical relationship

The hierarchical match is illustrated below:

between two terms of exact match in the LCSH and the

<LCSH: Family violence> skos:broadMatch <CT:暴
力/Violence>

CT, we find all the subclass terms and parent terms
under the exact match term in the LCSH can be expanded
accordingly in the CT. Exact, hierarchical relationships

The Mapping of Related Match
among Terms

may exist between the subclass terms and parent terms.
For example, the LCSH ‘Punishment’ and the CT ‘刑

If there is no exact match or hierarchical match, we
will consider the related match. The related match

種’ / ‘Kinds of punishment’ have established the exact
match. The LCSH ’

expresses the mapping between two terms that are

Corporal punishment’, LCSH‘Tax penalties’and

related (non-hierarchical) concepts in order to build up

LCSH ‘Imprisonment’are all subclasses of LCSH

cross-references among terms. For example, LCSH

‘Punishment’. CT 肉刑’ / ‘Corporal punishment’and

‘Forced marriage’ means marriages that are forced,

CT ‘罰金’ / ‘Penalties’ are both subclasses of CT ‘刑

which overlaps with CT ‘買賣婚姻’ /’Venal marriage’.

種’ / ‘Kinds of punishment’. We can establish match

So we can establish a related match between them as
shown below:

types between these terms that have semantic relationships.
For example, the relationships between LCSH ’Corporal
punishment’ and CT ‘肉刑’ / ‘Kinds of punishment’,

<LCSH: Forced marriage> skos:relatedMatch <CT:
買賣婚姻/ Venal marriage >

LCSH ‘Tax penalties’ and CT ‘罰金’ / ‘Penalties’ are
illustrated in Figure 2.

The Mapping Based on the Semantic
Relations between Concepts
The LCSH and the CT use the reference system to
express the hierarchical relationships, related relationships,
and equivalent relationships. The UF (used for), BF
(broader terms), NT (narrower terms), RT (related terms)
symbol system in LCSH is equal to Y(D) - (substitutional
relationships, i.e., used for), F (narrower terms), S
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skos:broadMatch
LCSH:White collar crimes

CT: Crime
skos:broadMatch

NT: Tax evasion

F: Offenses against social
and economic order

skos:exactMatch
NT: Embezzlement

F: Corruption
skos:exactMatch

NT: Bribery

F: Bribery

BT: Crime

skos:exactMatch

Figure 2 Superclass and subclass relationships of terms under the exact match

(2) The mapping rules for terms that have hierarchical
relationships under the hierarchical match

and LCSH ‘Tax evasion’ are all subclasses of LCSH
‘White collar crimes’, and CT ‘破壞社會經濟秩序罪’ /

If the term in the LCSH has a broader concept in the
CT, all the sub-terms of hierarchical match will be
expanded in CT. For example, LCSH ‘White collar
crimes’are a broad match to CT ‘罪名’ / ‘Crime’. There
are hierarchical relationships between the LCSH ‘Crime’,
which is the parent of LCSH ‘White collar crimes’, and
all of the subclasses of CT ‘罪名’ / ‘Crime’. In addition,
there are also some relationships between the subclasses
of LCSH ‘White collar crimes’ and CT ‘罪名’ / ‘Crime’.

‘Offences against social and economic order’, CT ‘賄
賂’ / ‘Bribery’and CT ‘貪污’ / ‘Corruption’ are all
subclasses of CT ‘罪名’ / ‘Accusation’. The relationship
between the LCSH ‘Bribery’ and the CT ‘賄賂’ / ‘Bribery’,
the LCSH ‘Embezzlement’and the CT ‘貪污’ / ‘Corruption’
are exact ones, whereas the relationship between the
LCSH Tax evasion’ and the CT ‘破壞社會經濟秩序罪’ /
‘Offences against social and economic order’ are inclusive
in concepts as shown in Figure 3:

For example, the LCSH ‘Bribery’, LCSH ‘Embezzlement’

LCSH: Punishment
NT: Capital Punishment
NT: Corporal Punishment
NT: Political rights, loss
NT: Tax penalties
NT: Cucking stool

skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:exactMatch
skos:broadMatc
skos:relatedMat

CT: Kinds of punishment
F: Death penalty
F: Corporal punishment
F: Political rights, loss of
F: Penalties
F: Ancient punishment

Figure 3 Superclass and subclass relations of terms under the hierarchical match
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(3) The mapping rules for terms that have hierarchical
relationships under the related match.

Practical’, as broad terms, are also the parents of the CT
‘選舉制度’ / ‘Electoral system’. The CT ‘比例代表制’ /

If the term in the LCSH has a related concept in the
CT, all the sub-terms and parents in the LCSH will be
expanded, which basically keeps the old semantic
relationship in the CT. For example, the LCSH ‘Election’ is
a related match to the CT ‘選舉制度’ / ‘Electoral system’.
The LCSH ’Political science’ and the LCSH ‘Politics,

‘Proportional representation’ and the CT ‘多數代表制’ /
‘Universal suffrage’, as narrow terms, have relationships
with terms in the LCSH. The LCSH ’Voting’, as a narrow
term, is a related match with the CT ‘比例代表制’ /
‘Proportional representation’ and the CT ‘多數代表制’ /
‘Universal suffrage’, as shown in Figure 4:

skos:relatedMatc
LCSH: Election
BT: Political science

CT: Electoral system
skos:relatedMatc

BT: Politics, practical
NT: Voting

F:Proportional
F: Universal suffrage

skos:relatedMatc

Figure 4 Superclass and subclass relations of terms under the related match

The Mapping Rules under Equivalence
Relationships
(1) The mapping rules for terms that have exact match
under equivalence relationships

terms. Theoretically, if there are two exact-match terms in
the LCSH and the CT, there must be the exact-match
sub-terms. For example, ‘Fine (Penalties)’in LCSH
and ‘罰金’ / ‘Fines’ in the CT are an exact-match. The
LCSH ‘Penalties (Criminal law)’ (which is the equivalent

In the Chinese Thesaurus, the symbol of ‘D’ expresses

of the LCSH ‘Fine (Penalties)’) should have the equivalent

the substitutional relationship between preferred terms

relationship with the CT ‘罰款’ / ‘Fines’ (which is the

and non-preferred terms. However, due to the limited

equivalent substitute of the CT ‘罰金’ / ‘Penalties’).

number of terms, the parent terms of the informal

However, this is not always the case. For example, the

(non-preferred) terms are often used to represent their

exact match terms the LCSH ‘Abolition of capital

meanings. For example, the non-preferred terms of the

punishment’ and the CT ‘沒收財產’ / ‘Abolition of

CT ‘拘役’/’Detention of persons’ and the CT ‘沒收財

capital punishment’ becomes a hierarchical relationship

產’ / ‘Abolition of capital punishment’ both use the

(see Figure 5).

superclass the CT ‘刑種’ / ‘Kinds of punishment’ as formal
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LCSH: Fines (penalties)
UF: Penalties (criminal law)

LCSH: Abolition of capital
punishment
UF: Death penalty
UF: Capital punishment

skos:exactMatch

CT: Penalties

skos:exactMatch

D: Fines

skos:exactMatch

CT: Abolition of capital
punishment

skos:broadMatch

Y: Kinds of punishment

skos:broadMatch

Figure 5 Mapping of terms that are exact match under equivalence relationships

(2) The mapping rules of terms that have a hierarchical
match under the equivalence relationships

age’ is a broadMatch to the CT ‘婚姻法’ / ‘Marriage
law’. Therefore, there is also a hierarchical relationship

There is a hierarchical relationship between terms of
a hierarchical match. For example, the LCSH ‘Marriage

between the equivalence terms, such as the LCSH
‘Age of consent’ and the CT ‘家庭法’ / ‘Family law’ as
shown in Figure 6:

LCSH: Marriage age

skos:broadMatch

UF: Age of consent

skos:broadMatch

CT: Marriage law
D: Family law

Figure 6 Mapping of terms that are a hierarchical match under equivalence relations

(3) The mapping of terms that are related match
under the equivalence relationships
There is an associative relationship between terms of
a related match. For example, the LCSH ‘Political
persecution’ is a relatedMatch to the CT ‘公民權’ / ‘Civil
rights’. The LCSH ‘Political repression’ and the LCSH
‘Repression, Political’ are the equivalence terms of the
LCSH ‘Political persecution’. The CT ‘政治權利’ /
‘Political rights’ is an equivalent term for the CT ’公民
權’ / ‘Civil rights’. So the LCSH ‘Political persecution’
must be related to the CT ‘政治權利’ / ‘Political rights’.

The Mapping Rules under Associative
Relationships
(1) The mapping rules for terms that have exact
match under associative relationships
In the Chinese Thesaurus, The symbol of ‘C’ expresses
associative relationships among terms. There are associative
relationships between terms of exact match. As shown in
Figure 7, the LCSH ‘Robbery’ is an exactmatch to the CT
‘搶劫’ / ‘Robbery’. The LCSH ‘Mugging’ is related to the
LCSH ‘Robbery’, and the CT ‘刑事犯罪’ / ‘Criminal act’
is related to the CT ‘搶劫’ / ‘Robbery’. So, there are
associative relationships not only between the LCSH
‘Robbery’ and the CT ‘刑事犯罪’ / ‘Criminal act’, but
also between the LCSH ‘Mugging’ and the CT ‘刑事
犯罪’ / ‘Criminal act.
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LCSH: Robbery
RT: Mugging

skos:exactMatch

skos:relatedMatc

CT: Robbery
C: Criminal act

Figure 7 Semantic relationships between terms of exact Match under associative relationships

(2) The mapping rules for terms that have a hierarchical
match under associative relationships

The CT ‘逮捕’ / ‘arrest’ is a related term to the CT ‘拘
留’ / ‘detention’. So the LCSH ‘Criminal procedure’ is

If the term in the LCSH has a broad/narrow concept
in the CT, its related terms also have broad/narrow
relationships with terms in the CT. For example, the LCSH
‘Criminal procedure’ is a narrow Match to the CT ‘逮捕’ /
‘arrest’. The LCSH ‘Criminal law’ and the LCSH ‘Trial

also a narrow Match to the CT ‘拘留’ / ‘detention’.
There are hierarchical relationships between terms of a
hierarchical match under associativerelationships. The
LCSH ‘Criminal law’ is a narrow Match to the CT ‘拘
留’ / ‘detention’, as shown in Figure 8:

practice’ are related to the LCSH ‘Criminal procedure’.
skos:narrowMatc

LCSH: Criminal procedure

skos:narrowMatc

RT: Criminal law

CT: Arrest
C: Detention

RT: Trial practice
Figure 8 Semantic relationships between terms of hierarchical match under associative relationships

(3) The mapping rules for terms that have a related
match under associative relationships

Discussion

If terms that have a related match all have associative

We chose to study terms in the field of law and have

relationships, the corresponding terms of associative

found there are altogether 512 formal terms in the

relationships will also be related to each other or have

Chinese Thesaurus. We can find 254 terms of the exact

non-semantic relationships. For example, the LCSH

match in the LCSH that account for 49.6% of all CT

‘Industrial Safety-law and legislation’ is a related match

terms, 14 terms of broad/narrow match that represent

to the CT ‘安全生產’ / ‘safety in production’. The LCSH

2.7% of total CT terms, and 43 terms of related match

‘Factory laws and legislation ’ and the LCSH ‘Safety

that represent 8.4% of total CT terms. From the above

regulations’, which are related terms for the LCSH

discussion we can see when exact matches are established

‘Industrial Safety-law and legislation’, are also related

between terms. The associative and equivalent relationships

to the CT ‘安全生產’ / ‘safety in production’ and the

that all these terms have will also be kept during the

CT ‘勞動保護’ / ‘Labour protection’, which are also

mapping. And the relationship between the parents and

related to the CT ‘安全生產’ / ‘safety in production’.

subclasses of the terms remain the same, keeping the
existing semantic relations. Therefore 497 alternative
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terms, 2,686 narrow terms, 323 broad terms, and 226

(5) The LCSH uses subdivisions extensively, while

relative terms in the LCSH will be expanded into the CT,

the CT is strictly a list of terms. Differences in

and which add up to 3,732 terms under the exact match.

degree of pre- and post-coordination make mapping

A considerable number of obstacles are involved in
multilingual thesauri mapping because the LCSH and
CT have different granularity and coverage. We
encountered the following issues during the mapping
test between the LCSH and CT:

terms in the CT that cannot be found in the LCSH
heading terms.
All of these problems make it difficult to map between
the two thesauri. But, based on the above discussion

(1) In the two thesauri, if terms with the same
English and Chinese translation are equivalent,
we can establish exact match between them.
However, there are some terms that have not
been found in the LCSH owing to incorrect
translation in the index of the Chinese-English
Thesaurus.

between them more difficult, such as for complicated

and analysis, we can see that the vocabulary terms in
the CT are greatly expanded.

Therefore, the mapping

between the two thesauri is very significant for the
development and update of the Chinese Thesaurus.

Conclusion

During our mapping test, we found

This work has discussed the implementation of

32 terms for which we needed to consult other

mapping between the LCSH and the CT based on

Chinese-English vocabulary dictionaries.

mapping vocabularies of SKOS. We found that the

(2) There are many Chinese terms that are not in the

vocabulary terms would be increased greatly in the CT

LCSH owing to different cultures and customs.

by way of deep semantic relationships of corresponding

For example, we found 108 terms in the CT that

terms in the LCSH. These greatly enhanced vocabularies

do not exist in the LCSH, such as the CT ‘明律’ /

will be very valuable for updating and application of

‘Laws of Ming Dynasty’ and the CT ‘國家機關’ /

the CT in the context of the Semantic Web. However,

‘Organs of state’.

difficulties arise in developing efficient and effective

(3) Some terms are polysemes. We must choose the
right meaning of terms according to context if we
are to find the same corresponding terms between
two thesauri.

methods of automatic mapping between the two controlled
vocabularies because of different structures of the
thesauri and legal systems. Mapping algorithms need
to be addressed in future research in order to improve
the efficiency of thesauri interoperability.

(4) Both thesauri have a problem of loose definition
of semantic relationships. For example, in the
LCSH, two related terms, “money” and “gold”,
are both used for (UF) the same parent term
“specie”. The same problem exists in the CT, as
well. For example, the parent term CT ‘ 刑
種 ’ ’Kinds of punishment’ is used for both
non-preferred terms CT ‘拘役’/’Detention of
persons’ and CT ‘沒收財產’ /’Abolition of capital
punishment’.
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